look.
great hair never goes out of style. it can be a
compliment to your look, or the centerpiece.
it shouldn’t be basic just because you wear
it everyday. for just that reason it should be
anything but.

embrace it.

teasers.
a range of 15-minute miracles performed

hair

in the HAUS, based on the real thing,

Faux Bob
make-believe bob with a hint of fab

with express relief customized to fit the
needs of fashionistas on-the-go. simply
walk in, browse the hair and make-up
menu of fabulous, fashion-forward looks,
choose your must-have, and the HAUS
team will recreate that look for you in
15 minutes or less.

  $15

Bardot
50:50 half up half down, chic whilst sexy
Luxe-curl
east meets west with beachy waves and
volume for days
Smooth Operator
silky and straight but never flat, grown-up
70s with polished sophistication
Pony up
be that girl at the gym, yes the cute one.
pony tail with volume and style

extensions.
from adding color accents, volume and

virtually undetectable, matching the

length, to a complete makeover, this is

extension itself. removal is simple. with

for all hair types—fine, thin and slow-

proper care, these extensions can last

growing. if you want volume or length,

from 4-6 months.

our extensions are made of the highest
quality hair, with structure similar to that
of an american or european. our hair
comes from india and is available

clip-in  

$15 complimentary with purchase

strip extensions   consultation required

in 40 colors, customizable with
different colors to match or add the

bond application

$8+ per strand

bond removal

$75+ per hour

perfect accent. strands are bonded to
your hair using a natural component with
a molecular structure very similar to that
of human hair. bonds are strong enough
for everyday brushing and styling and are

texture.
transform curly hair to straight, straight

express blowout

hair to curly, or just plain frizzy to

like the original, the express version can be
used on any hair type – including strands
that have been permed, color-treated and
japanese-straightened. express blowout is a
lighter take on the trademark treatment and
leaves hair frizz-free for up to 6 weeks.

sleek. we will analyze your hair with a
consultation and choose the proper
formula for your texture and condition.
keratin  

$350+

smoothing treatment encases the hair follicle
with a keratinous bond to promote healing,
blocks the effects of humidity, and prevents
environmental toxins from entering into the
hair. hair will be smoother, straighter and
stronger with incredible shine and amazing
condition. lasts up to 5 months

brazilian

$150+

$250+

brazilian blowout zero is a professional
smoothing treatment alternative that utilizes
a plant-derived bonding system. the bonding
system effectively smooths and seals the
cuticle by creating a protective protein layer
around the hair shaft to eliminate frizz and
promote shine. lasts up to 3 months

treatment.
shu uemura ceremony

kerestase ritual
instant

$20

a concentrated mixture of emollient ingredients
are sprayed and massaged through the hair, section by section to restore integrity and strength.
intense

$30

a two-step treatment — a concentrated mixture
of emollient ingredients is sprayed and massaged
through the hair, section by section, to restore
integrity and strength. next, a booster treatment
is applied to lengths and ends to emulsify, leaving hair shiny, smooth and controlled.
indulgent

$40

a prescribed conditioning masque is applied
to the hair, section by section, incorporating
massage and heat. the treatment is left on for
10 minutes before rinsing out.

purifying

$25

clarifying treatment that cleanses and
deeply purifies the hair, moisturizing and
revitalizing the scalp with a shiatzu-inspired
massage.
hair care

$35

customized treatment combining moisturizing depsea base and precious absolu oil
with a shiatzu-inspired massage.
complete

$50

combines the purifying treatment and
the customized hair care treatment with
an extended scalp massage to create the
ultimate experience.

face.
no one wants a butter face!
glam

  $45

perfect for an event or special occasion
when you need the expertise of a
professional for a flawless look.

glamour lashes
accent those knock ‘em dead peepers
with temporary strip lashes.
make-up o-t-g

glam 101

  $75

our make-up artist teaches you how to
recreate your new look at home. a takehome guide and prescription will be
completed for mistake-proof application.
bring your make-up bag and we will tell
you where to purge and where to splurge.

  $25

  $25

transition from work to evening with a quick
touch up (complimentary after any service in
the HAUS).
wax

  $18

unfortunately blonde or brown……. it’s still
hair and it’s got to go! lip. brow. chin.

color.
permanent

$50+

high lift blonde

$70+

cover your grey or lighten your hair.
semi-permanent

$40+

add shine or depth to your natural color.
base break retouch

$30+

soften your roots or blend your grey.
glaze
add-on to highlights
in between

$15
$30+

brightens, tones and adds shine to existing
highlights.

highlights and lowlights
full (31+ foils)
$70+
partial (31 or less foils)
$60+
accent (5 foils or less)
$10/foil
achieve dimensional color by adding lightness
or brightness throughout and accenting the
all-over color.
Balayage
express
full

$75
$95

for clients who demand color that is
designed exclusively for them, using a
freehand technique that create highlights
that look like you’ve spent a summer
frolicking at the beach.

style.
couture hairdressing is about finding

cut shampoo, condition, cut, style

a superlative style for each individual

men
women
child
bang
nape

using a combination of skills,
knowledge, and intuition. we are among
wilmington’s finest, and have spent
years honing our skills to ensure the
delivery of the ultimate in hairdressing.
glam 101 hair

$100

learn from the pros in a step-by-step lesson
on how we do what we do at home. bring
your own tools and products and we will
show where to purge and where to splurge.

$30+
$40+
$20+
$15+
$15+

blowout shampoo, condition, style
lavish
luxe

$30+
$40+

series of 7 series of blowouts
lavish
luxe

$180+
$240+

special occasion style set and style
up do

$60+

www.blushhob.com

910 256 0448 www.blushhob.com 1900 eastwood road suite 26 wilmington NC 28403

